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Ridiculous laws of the United States: from
the comic to the absurd
In our country the laws are written the same for all citizens. And this I tell you is not bad. In Lviv in
Kharkiv violating the law you know what you should expect. No local surprises there. Whether it is in
America. Their Constitution which consists of only 7 articles and 27 amendments very diﬀerent from
the laws adopted in each state. Why travel all the way across the American States should open the
Constitution of the state where you are going and to read to learn what you can do there and what is
strictly prohibited. All state laws are valid and each of them is a powerful legal system. But many are
so ridiculous and absurd that from comments I will refrain Here are some of them. Read memorize
and remember that ignorance of the law does not exempt you from liability. The article used pictures
of the American photographer Olivia Locher which ridiculed so ridiculous American laws. Here is a
selection of the most aburdeneh and ridiculous laws of all American States. As you can see in the US,
there are some curious laws. Which is why they were written and created known only to the
authorities of the States. Many of those laws have lost their force. But there are those the violation of
which can be in the cage. If you know of any other funny laws share with us please send and we will
publish them. Dear reader if You do not ﬁnd the information You need on our website or online
contact us at infotriphints.ru and we will write useful information for You Join our team and About how
our site works you can read the article Independent travel with TripHints. Inessa Krikunova Follow us
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